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Overview of Graphics Systems 

 
1. ( a ) Illustrate the basic refresh operations of the video controller and explain its 

operation. 
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 A fixed area of the system memory is reserved from the frame buffer; and the 

video controller is given direct access to the frame-buffer memory. 

  Frame-buffer locations, and the corresponding screen positions, are referred in 

Cartesian coordinates. For many graphics monitors, the coordinate origin is defined at the 

lower left screen corner. 
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In fig, the basic refresh operations of the video-controller are diagrammed. Two 

registers are used to store the coordinates of the screen pixels. Initially, the x register is set 

to 0 and the y register is set to ymax. The value stored in the frame buffer for this pixel 

position to then retrieved and used to set the intensity of the CRT beam. Then the x register 

is incremented by 1, and the process repeated for the next pixel on the top scan line. This 

procedure is repeated for each pixel on the top scan line. After the last pixel on the top scan 

line has been processed in turn, and the procedure is repeated for each successive scan line. 

After cycling through all pixels along the bottom scan line (y=0), the video controller 

resets the registers to the first pixels position on the top scan line and the refresh process 

starts over. 

 
2. Draw the architecture of a master-graphic system with a display processor and explain its 

functions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

                         

 

 

 I/O Devices 

 

Figure. Architecture of a raster-graphics system with a display processor 

   

A major task of the display is digitizing a picture definition given in an application 

into a set of pixel-intensity values for storage in the frame buffer. This digitizing process is 

called scan conversion. Graphics commands specifying straight lines and other geometric 

objects are scan converted into a set of discrete intensity points. Scan converting a straight-

line segment, for example, means that it has to be locate the pixel positions closet to the 

line path and store the intensity for each position in the frame buffer. Similar methods are 

used for curved lines and polygon outlines.  

       Display processors are also designed to perform a number of additional operations. 

These functions include generating various line styles (dashed, dotted, or solid), displaying 

objects. Also, display processors are designed to interface with interactive input devices, 

such as mouse. 
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3. Consider three different raster system with resolutions of 640 by 480,1280 by 1024, and 2560 by 

2048. What size frame buffer (in bytes) is needed for each of these system to store 12 bits per pixel? 

How much storage is required for each system if 24 bits per pixel are to be stored? 

 

To store 12 bits per pixel; 

     For system with resolution of 640 by 480 

    Frame buffer size = to store bits per pixel *resolution 

                                       =    12                             * 640 * 480 bit 

                                       =  12*640*480 byte 

                                                    8 

           =  12*640*480 K byte 

                                                  8 *1024  

             = 45K byte  

  For system with resolution of 1280 by 1024 

         Frame buffer size = to store bits per pixel* resolution 

                                =             12                  *  1280* 1024 

                                      = 12 * 1280*1024 byte 

                                          8 

                                     = 12 * 1280*1024  M byte 

                               8 *1024 * 1024  

                            = 1.875 M byte 

  For system with resolution of 2560 by 2048 

       Frame buffer size = to store bits per pixel* resolution 

                                    =        12* 2560*2048 

                           =        12* 256*2048 

                                                          8    

                                   =        12* 256*2048   M byte 

                                             8 *1024 *1024  

                                   =   7.5 M bytes 

To store 24 bits per pixel; 

     For system with resolution of 640 by 480 

       Frame buffer size    = to store bits per pixel* resolution 

                                       =    24                             * 640 * 480 bit 

                                       =  24*640*480 byte 

                                                    8 

           =  24*640*480 K byte 

                                                  8 *1024  

                                      =900 K byte 

  For system with resolution of 1280 by 1024 

         Frame buffer size = to store bits per pixel* resolution 

                                =             24                  *  1280* 1024 

                                      = 24 * 1280*1024 byte 

                                          8 

                                     = 24* 1280*1024  M byte 

                               8 *1024 * 1024  

                                    = 3.75 M bytes 

  For system with resolution of 2560 by 2048 

       Frame buffer size = to store bits per pixel* resolution 

                                    =        24* 2560*2048 



 

 

                           =        24* 256*2048 

                                                          8    

                                   =        24* 256*2048   M byte 

                                             8 *1024 *1024  

                                   =   15 Mbytes 

 

4.  Suppose an RGB raster system is to be designed using an 8 inch by 10 inch screen with a 

resolution of 100 pixels per inch in each direction. If we want to store 6 bits per pixel in the frame 

buffer, how much storage (in bytes ) do we need for the frame buffer? 

 

In an RGB raster system; 

   The size of screen =8 inch by 10 inch 

   Resolution of each direction =100 pixels per inch 

To store 6 bits per pixel;  

The resolution of the system =8* 100 by 10 *100 

 From buffer size = to store bits per pixel* resolution 

                            =             6 * 800 *1000 bits 

                            =             6 * 800 *1000 bytes 

                                                          8 

                            =             6 * 800 *1000  K bytes 

                                             8*1024 

                           =      585.9 K bytes 

                           =    0.57 M bytes 

 
5.  How long would it take to load a 640 by 480 frame buffer with 12 bits per pixel, if 10

5
 bits can 

be transferred per second? How much would it take to load a 24 bit per pixel frame buffer with a 

resolution of 1280 by 1024 using this same transfer rate? 

 

To store 12 bits per pixel; 

     For system with resolution of 640 by 480 

    Frame buffer size = to store bits per pixel *resolution 

                                       =    12                             * 640 * 480 bit 

if 10
5 

bits can be transferred 1 second 

12  * 640 * 480 bit                ? 1*12* 640 *480  second 

                                                            10
5 

                                                                         
= 36.86 second 

To store 24 bits per pixel; 

  For system with resolution of 1280 by 1024 

         Frame buffer size = to store bits per pixel* resolution 

                                =             24                  *  1280* 1024 bits 

if 10
5 

bits can be transferred 1 second 

24  *  1280* 1024 bits                 ? 1*24  *  1280* 1024 second 

                                                                       10
5 

                                                                                 
=314.57 second  

 
6.  Suppose a computer with 32 bits per word and a transfer of 1 mip (one million instruction per 

second ). How long would it take to fill the frame buffer of a 300-dpi (dot per inch) laser printer with a 

page size of 8 ½  inches by 11 inches. 

 



 

 

A page size = 8 ½ in by 11 inch 

For system with resolution of 8 ½ 300 by 11*300 

         Frame buffer size = to store bits per pixel* resolution 

                                      =1* 17/2 300*11*300 

                                      =17*300*11*300 bits  

                                                   2 

                      word or instruction , 32 bits per word 

If 1 mip (one million instruction per second) 

     10
6
  instruction                               1 sec 

      1 instruction                                       1*1 =1  s 

                                                                  10
6 

32 bits per word                                    1  s 

                              

17*300*11*300                                     1*10
-6

*17*300*11*3 

                                                 ? 

 2                                                              2*32              

                                                            = 0.26 second 

  
 

7.  Consider two raster systems with resolutions of 640 by 480, and 1280 by 1024. How much 

pixels could be accessed per second in each of these system by a display controller that refreshes the 

screen at a rate of 60 frames per second? What is access time per pixel in each system? 

 

For the system resolution= 640 by 480 

                                         = 640 * 480 

pixel of one frame = 640 *480 pixel 

the screen at a rate of 60 frames                                  1 second  

60* 640*480 pixel                                   1 second 

18.43*10
6
 pixel could be accessed per second . 

18.43*10
6
 pixel                             1 sec 

1 pixel                                               1*1   =0.054*10
-6

 sec =54*10
-6

 sec 

                                                        18.43*10
6 

access time =54*10
-9

 sec per pixel 

For the system resolution= 1280 by 1024 

the screen at a rate of 60 frames                                  1 second  

60* 1280*480 pixel                                   1 second 

78.64*10
6 

pixel could be accessed per second  

78.64*10
6 

pixel                                  1 second 

1 pixel                                               1*1  =0.0127*10
-6

 =12.7*10
-9 

sec 

                                                        78.64* 10
6
 

access time= 12.7*10
-9

 sec per pixel 

 

 
8.  Explain how virtual-reality systems can be used in design applications. What are some other 

applications for virtual- reality system? 

 

  Another technique for responding three-dimensional objects is displaying 

stereoscopic views. This method does not produce true three-dimensional images, but it 



 

 

does provide a three-dimensional effect by presenting a different view to each eye of an 

observer so that scenes do appear to have depth. 

      To obtain a stereoscopic projection , we first need to obtain two views of a scene 

generated from a viewing direction corresponding to each eye (left and right). We can 

construct the two views as computer-generated scenes with different viewing positions, or 

we can use a stereo camera pair to photograph some object or scene. When we 

simultaneous look at the left view with left eye and the right view with the right eye, the 

two view merge and we perceive a scene with depth. To increase viewing comfort, the 

areas at the left and right edges of this scene are visible to only one eye have been 

eliminated. 

         One way to produce a stereoscopic effect is to display each of the two views with a 

raster system on alternate refresh cycles. The screen is viewed through glasses, with each 

lens designed to act as a rapidly alternating shutter that is synchronized to block out one of 

the views. Glasses for viewing a stereoscopic scene and an infrared synchronizing emitter 

shows a pair of stereoscopic glasses constructed with liquid-crystal shutter and an infrared 

emitter that synchronizes the glasses with the views on the screen. 

         Stereoscopic viewing is also a complement in virtual-reality systems, where users 

can step into a scene and interact with the environment. A headset used in virtual-reality 

system containing an optical system to generate the stereoscopic views is commonly used 

in conjunction with interactive input devices to locate and manipulate objects in the scene. 

A sensing system in the headset keeps track of the viewer‟ s position, so that the front and 

back of objects can be seen as the viewer “walks-through” and interacts with the display. 

Interacting with a virtual scene, using a headset and a data glove worn on the right hand. 

         An interactive virtual-reality environment can also be viewed with stereoscopic 

glasses and a video monitor, instead of a headset. This provides to obtain a lower-cost 

virtual-reality system. As an example, an ultrasound tracking device used with stereoscopic 

glasses to track head position shows an ultrasound tracking device with six degrees of 

freedom. The tracking device is placed on top of the video display and is used to monitor 

head movements so that the viewing position for a scene can be changed as head position 

changes. 

                                                               

                                                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           

                                                                  

 

Chapter 3 

Output Primitives 

 

 

11.(a) List the line-drawing algorithms.  

 



 

 

    The line- drawing algorithms are  

1. Digital Differential Analyzer (DDA) algorithm 

2. Bresenham‟s line algorithm 

3. Parallel line algorithm 

 

 
11.(b) Write a procedure to draw a line by DDA algorithm. That procedure accept as input the 

endpoint pixel positions. 

 

      For +1 and +m, 

 

#include “device.h” 

# define ROUND (a) ( (int )(a+0.5) ) 

 

void lilneDDA (int xa, int ya,int xb,int yb) 

{ 

   int dx=xb-xa, y increment,x=xa,y=ya; 

   float x Increment,y Increment, x=xa,y=ya ; 

   if (abs (dx)> abs(dy) ) steps=abs(dx); 

   else steps=abs(dy); 

   x Increment=dx/(float) steps; 

   y Increment=dy/(float) steps; 

   setPixel (ROUND(x),ROUND(y)); 

   for (k=0;k=<steps;k
++

)   

   { 

    x+  =x Increment; 

    y+  =y Increment; 

    setPixel (ROUND (x),ROUND(y) ; 

   } 

} 

for (k=0; k<steps; k++) 

  {  

      x+ = x Increment; 

      y+ = y Increment; 

      setPixel (ROUND (x), ROUND(y) ; 

  } 

} 

 

 

 

 
11.( c )  Describe the advantages and disadvantages of DDA algorithm. 

 

     The DDA algorithm is a faster method for calculating pixel positions than the 

direct use. It eliminates the multiplication by making use of raster characteristics, so that 

appropriate increments are applied in the x or y direction to step to pixel positions along 

the line path. The accumulation of round off error in successive additions of the floating-

point positions to drift  away from the true line path for long line segments. Furthermore, 



 

 

the rounding operations and floating point arithmetic in procedure line DDA are time-

consuming. 
 

12.(a)  State the steps in Bresenhem‟s line-drawing for  | m |  <2. 

 

1. Input the line endpoints and store the left endpoint in (x0 ,y0). 

2. Load (x0,y0) into the frame buffer , that is, plot the first point. 

3. Calculate constant     x,       y,2     y and 2      x-       y 

 and obtain the starting value for the decision parameter as  

                 P0=2  x  -      y 

4. At each xk along the starting at k=0, perform the following test: 

If pk <0, the next point to plot is (xk +1,yk) and  

                      

      Pk+1 =pk+2      x  

Otherwise, the next point to plot is (xk+1,yk) and  

            Pk+1 =pk+2      x –2     y 

5. Repeat step 4      y times. 

 
 

12.(b)  Write a procedure that implements Bresenhem‟s line drawing for slopes in the rage 0 <m<1. 

Endpoint pixel positions for the line are passed to this procedure. 

 

# include “device.h” 

void llineBres (int xa, int ya, int xb,int yb) 

{ 

    int dx=abs (xa-xb), dy=abs(ya-yb); 

    int p=2*dy-dx; 

    int twoDy= 2*dy, twoDyDx= 2*(dy-dx); 

    int , y, xEnd; 
  /* Determine which point to use as start, which as end */ 

    if (xa>xb) { x=xb; 

                      y=yb; 

                    xEnd=xa; 

                 } 

       else   { 

                          x=xa ; 

                          y=ya; 

                        xEnd=xb; 

                       } 

            setPixel (x,y) ; 

            while (x<xEnd) 

           

                { x
++

; 

              if(p<0) 

                  p+=twoDy; 

              else  

                {y
++

; 

            p+=twoDyDx; 



 

 

          } 

        setPixel (x,y); 

    } 

} 

 
13.  Brifely explain about the parallel line algorithm. 

             To set up the processing so that the pixel position can be calculate efficiently in 

parallel. An important consideration in devising a parallel algorithm is to balance the 

processing load among the available processors. 
Brenenham‟s parallel line alorithm. 

    Given np processor, set up a parallel Brenenham line algorithm by subdividing the 

line path into np partitions and simultaneously generating line segments in each of the 

subintervals. For a line with slope 0<m<1 and left endpoint coordinate position (x0,y0) , 

partition the along the positive x direction. The distance between beginning x positions. 

                                 

        Xp=        x+ np -1     

                                                           np 

           where      x is the width of the line and the value for partition width      xp  is 

computed using integer division np =0,1,2,- - -,np –1. 

       The starting x coordinate for the k
th 

 partition as  

                        xk= x0+k     xp      

      In addition, if the line endpoints are not integers, trunction errors can result in 

variable width partitions along the length of the line. 

      To apply Bresenham‟s algorithm over the partitions, the initial value for the y 

coordinate, y direction over each partition is calculate from the line slope m and 

partition width        xp : 

    yp =m      xp 

    At the k
th

 partition, the starting y coordinate is then  

          yk= y0 +round (k      yp ) 

     The initial decision parameter for Bresenham‟s algorithm at the start of the k
th 

subinterval is obtained from  

   pk=(k    xp) (2      y)- round(k    yp)(2     y)-     x 

      The extension of the parallel Bresenham algorithm to a line with slope greater than 1 is 

achieved by partitioning the in the y direction and calculating beginning x values for the 

partitions.For negative slope, we increment coordinate values in one direction and 

decrement in the other. 

 Bounding rectangle parallel line algorithm 

       Parallel algorithms on raster systems is to assign each processor to a particular group 

of screen pixels. With a sufficient number of processors, assign each processor to one pixel 

within some screen region. The number of pixels within the boundary box of a line is    x.                     

y   .    Perpendicular dista1A23-0609-9030-2374-7210-6620TWS, Inc.nce d from the line 

to a pixel with coordinates (x,y) is obtained with the calculation. 

d = Ax+By+C 

where, 

  A=     -      y 

          Linelength 

  B=          x  

           Linelength 



 

 

 C= x0      y-y0    x 

           Linelength 

With  

Linelength =                      x
2
 +        y

2
 

 

Once the constants A,B,C have been evaluated for the line, each processor needs 

to perform two multiplications and two addititions to compute the pixel distance d. A pixel 

is plotted if d is less than a specified line- thickness parameter. 

 
14. (a) Describe the midpoint circle algorithm. 

 

    1. Input radius r and circle center ( xc,yc)and obtain the first point on the 

circumference of a circle centered on the origin as    (x0 ,y0) =(0,r) 

    2. Calculate the initial value of the decision parameter as  

             P0 = 5/4 –8 

    3. At each xk position, starting at k=0, perform the following test: If pk<0, the 

next point along the circle centered on (0,0) is (x k+1,yk) and  

     P k+1=Pk+2x k+1 +1 

Otherwise, the next point along the circle is (xk+1,yk-1) and 

         P k+1=Pk+2x k+1 +1-2yk+1 

 Where 2x k+1=2xk+2 and 2yk+1=2yk-2 

                   4. Determine symmetry points in the other seven octants  

            5. Move each calculated pixel position(x,y) onto the circular path centered on 

(xc,yc) and plot the coordinate value  

          x=x+xc  ,y=y +yc 

 6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 until x> =y 

 
14. (b) Write a procedure  that displays a raster circle on a bilevel monitor using midpoint algorithm. 

Input to the procedure are the coordinates for the circle center and the radius. 

 

 # include “device.h” 

    void circleMidpoint (int xcenter, int ycenter, int radius) 

    { 

       int x=0 ; 

       int y=radius ; 

       int p=1- radius ; 

       void circlePlotPoints (int, int,int, int) ; 

       / * Plot first set of points */ 

       circlePlotPoints( xcenter, ycenter,x,y) ; 

       while (x,y) 

   { 

      x
++

; 

      if (p<0) 

        p+=2*x+1; 

      else { 

                y
--
; 

               p+=2*(x-y) +1; 

              } 



 

 

      circlePlotPoints ( xcenter, ycenter,x,y) ; 

  } 

} 

void circlePlotPoints(int xcenter, int ycenter, int x,int y) 

{ 

  setPixel(xcenter +x, ycenter +y) ; 

  setPixel(xcenter -x, ycenter +y) ; 

  setPixel(xcenter +x, ycenter -y) ; 

  setPixel(xcenter -x, ycenter -y) ; 

  setPixel(xcenter +y, ycenter +x) ; 

  setPixel(xcenter -y, ycenter +x) ; 

  setPixel(xcenter +y, ycenter -x) ;   

  setPixel(xcenter -y, ycenter -x) ; 

 
15. Write a procedure using the midpoint ellipse algorithm to display ellipse. Inputs to the procedure 

are the coordinates for the ellipse center and the semimajor axis rx and semiminor axis ry. 

 

# include “device.h” 

# define ROUND (a) ((int) (a+0.5)) 

void ellipseMidpoint (int xcenter, int ycenter, int Rx,int Ry) 

{ 

   int R x
2
=Rx*Ry ; 

   int R y
2
=Ry*Ry ; 

   int two  R x
2
=2*Rx

2
 ; 

   int two R y
2
=2 * R y

2 
; 

   int p ; 

   int x=0 ; 

   int y=Ry ; 

   int px= 0 ; 

   int py=two Rx
2
*y ; 

void ellipsePlotPoints (int, int,int, int) ; 

   / * Plot first set of points */ 

 ellipsePlotPoints ( xcenter, ycenter,x,y) ; 

  /* Region 1*/  

  p= ROUND( R y
2
-( Rx

2
*Ry)+(0.25*Rx

2
) 

 while (px,py) 

 { 

  x
++

; 

  px+= two R y
2
 

  if (p<0) 

  p+= R y
2
+px ; 

  else {y
-- 

; 

          py=two Rx
2
; 

          p+= R y
2
+px-py ; 

          } 

ellipsePlotPoints ( xcenter, ycenter,x,y) ; 

} 

  /* Region 1*/  



 

 

  p= ROUND( R y
2
*(x+0.5)*(x+0.5)+  Rx

2
*(y-1)-Rx

2
- R y

2
) 

 while (y>0){ 

                    y
--
;
 
  

                    py= -two Rx
2
; 

    if (p>0); 

                    p+= R x
2
-py ; 

    else   { x
++

; 

       px+= two R y
2
; 

                  p+= R x
2
-py+px ; 

                     } 

ellipsePlotPoints ( xcenter, ycenter,x,y) ; 

} 

void ellipsePlotPoints(int xcenter, int ycenter, int x,int y) 

 

  setPixel(xcenter +x, ycenter +y) ; 

  setPixel(xcenter -x, ycenter +y) ; 

  setPixel(xcenter +x, ycenter -y) ; 

  setPixel(xcenter -x, ycenter -y)  

} 

 
17. Write a procedure that illustrates a recursive method for filling a 4-connected area with an intensity specified 

in parameter “ fill” up to a boundary color specified with parameter “boundary”. Input parameters to the 

procedure are the coordinates of an interior point (x,y), a fill color and a boundary color. 

 

{ intcurrent; 

    current=getPixel(x,y); 

    if ( ( current ! =boundary) & & (current != fill)) 

      { setcolor (fill); 

         setPixel(x,y); 

         boundaryfill 4(x+1,y,fill, boundary); 

         boundaryfill 4(x-1,y,fill, boundary); 

         boundaryfill 4(x,y+1,fill, boundary); 

 

          boundaryfill 4(x,y-1,fill, boundary); 

          } 

     } 

        
18. Write a procedure that illustrates a recursive method for filling a 8- connected area with an 

intensity specified in parameter „fill‟ up to a boundary color specified with parameter „boundary‟. 

Input parameters to the procedure are the coordinates of an interior point (x,y), a fill color and a 

boundary color. 

 

Void boundaryfill 8 (int x, int y, int fill,int boundary) 

{ 

   int current ; 

   current =getPixel(x,y) ; 

   if (( current != boundary) && (current !=fill)) 

     { setColor(fill); 

        setPixel(x,y); 



 

 

        boundaryfill 8(x+1,y,fill,boundary); 

        boundaryfill 8(x-1,y,fill,boundary); 

        boundaryfill 8(x,y+1,fill,boundary); 

        boundaryfill 8(x,y-1,fill,boundary); 

        boundaryfill 8(x+1,y+1,fill,boundary); 

        boundaryfill 8(x+1,y-1,fill,boundary); 

        boundaryfill 8(x-1,y+1,fill,boundary); 

        boundaryfill 8(x-1,y-1,fill,boundary); 

      } 

} 

 

 
19. Suppose a system with an 8-inch video monitor that can display 100 pixels per inch. If the memory 

is organized in one-byte words, the starting frame buffer address is 0, and each pixel is assigned one 

byte of storage, what is the frame buffer address of the pixel with screen coordinates (x,y)? 

 

addr (x,y)=start addr+ y*one row no of pixel+x 

                = addr (0,0) + y(xmax +1) +x 

                =0 +y(10* 100)1/1 +x 

 
 

20. Suppose a system with an 8-inch by 10-inch video monitor that can display 100 pixels per inch. . If 

the memory is organized in one-byte words, the starting frame buffer address is 0, and each pixel is 

assigned one byte of storage, what is the frame buffer address of the pixel with screen coordinates 

(x,y)? 

 

system=8 inch by 10 inch 

display monitor = 100 pixels per inch 

starting frame buffer address  = 0 

storage = 6 bit 

 1 byte = 1 word 

 1 byte = 1 pixel 

 1 word = 1 pixel 

addr (x,y)=start addr+ y*one row no of pixel+x 

                = addr (0,0) + y(xmax +1) +x 

                =0 +y(10* 100)1/1 +x 
 

21. Write a program that produces a bar graph for monthly data over a period of one year. 

 

Void barChart (floa *data) 

{ 

   wcPt 2 dataPos [4], label Pos; 

   Months m ; 

   Float x,mWidth=(WINDOW-WIDTH-2*MARGIN-WIDTH)/N-DATA ; 

    int chartBottom=0.1*WINDOW-HEIGHT; 

     int offset=0.05*WINDOW-HEIGHT; 

      int labellength=24; 

       labelPos.y=chartBottom; 

        for (m=Jan;m<Dec;m++) 

            { 



 

 

               x=MARGIN-WIDTH+m*mWidth+0.5*mWidth) 

               labelPos.x=x-0.5* labellength; 

                pText( labelPos, monthNames[m]); 

                 data [0].x=dataPos[3].x=x-0.5* labellength; 

                 dataPos[1].x=dataPos[2].x=x+0.5* labellength; 

                  dataPos[0].y=dataPos[1].y= chartBottom+ offset; 

                   dataPos[2].y=dataPos[3].y= chartBottom+ offset+data[m]; 

                    pfillArea(4,dataPos); 

              } 

           } 
22. Write a program that produces a pie chart for monthly data over a period of one year. Pie charts 

are used to show the percentages contribution of individual parts to the whole.  

 

#define TWO-PI6.2 

void pieChart (float*data) 

{ 

   wcPt2 pts [2],center; 

    float radius= WINDOW-HEIGHT/4.0; 

      float newSlice, total=0.0,lastSlicce=0.0; 

       Months month; 

         center.x=  WINDOW-HEIGHT/2; 

        center.y=  WINDOW-HEIGHT/2; 

         pcircle(center, radius) ; 

         for (month=Jan;month<=Dec;month++) 

          total+=data[month]; 

           pts[0].x=center.x;pts[0].y=center.y; 

           for (month=Jan;month<=Dec;month++) 

         { 

           newSlice= TWO-PI*data[month]/ total+ lastSlicce; 

           pts[1].x=center.x+radius*cosf(newSlice); 

           pts[1].y=center.xy+radius*sinf(newSlice); 

           pPolyline(2,pts); 

            lastSlicce= newSlice; 

         } 

       } 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 4 

Attributes of Output Primitives 

 

23. Set up the program segment that plots three data set with three different line types : 

solid , dashed and dotted line . 

24. Discuss detail how the thick lines are plotted . 

25. What is  the color lookup table .Describe the advantages of this table . 

26. Implement the line – type function by modifying Bresenham‟s line drawing algorithm 

to display either solid , dashed , or dotted lines . 

27. Suppose a system with an 8-inch by 10 –inch video screen that can display 100 pixels 

per inch . If a color lookup table with 64 positions is used with this system , what is the 

smallest possible size (in bytes ) for the frame buffer ? 

28. Implement the  line –type function with a midpoint algorithm to display either solid 

,dashed or dotted lines. 

29. Set up a program segment that plots the three data sets with three different line colors 

and types : solid , dashed  and dotted line . These three data sets are monthly data for year 

1960, 1970 and 1980 and read from the respective file . 

30. Consider an RGB raster system  that has a 512-by-512 frame buffer with a 20 bits per 

pixel and a color lookup table with 24 bits per pixel. ( a) How many distinct gray levels 

can be displayed with this system ? (b) How many distinct colors  (including gray levels ) 



 

 

can be displayed ? ( c ) How many colors can be displayed at anyone time ? ( d ) What is 

the total memory size ? ( e ) Explain two methods for reducing  memory size while    

maintaining the same color capabilities . 

31.Define and implement a function for controlling the line type ( solid, dashed , dotted )       

of  displayed ellipses . 

32.What means the term „ aliasing ‟ ? And briefly discuss on the antialising methods . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 5

Two –Dimensional Geometric 

 

 

34.Show that the composition of two rotations is additive by concatenating the matrix 

representations for R ( and R ( to obtain  R (  . R ( 1) = R ( 1+ 1 ) 

35.  Discuss how and object can be rotated about a specified pivot point ( xr , yr ). 

36. Illustrate and explain the transformation sequence for sealing an object with respect 

to a specified fixed position using the sealing matrix , S ( sx ,sy ). 

37. Write a procedure that transforms a polygon in  (a) into (b) by the composite 

operations . 

Figure.A  polygon (a) is transformed into ( b ) by the composite operations 

 

38. Show that transformation matrix for a reflection about the line y = x ,is equivalent  to  

a  reflection  relative  to the x- axis  followed  by a counterclockwise  rotation of 90
.
. 

 

39. Show that  transformation  matrix for a reflection  about  the  line  y= -x , is  

equivalent  to a  reflection  relative  to the y-axis followed  by a  counterclockwise  rotation  

of  90
.
 . 

40. Set  up procedure  for implementing  a block transfer  of a  rectangular  area of a 

frame  buffer, using  one  function  to  read  the area  into an  array  and  another  function  

to  copy  the  array  into the designated  transfer  area. 



 

 

41. Write a routine  to implement  rotations  by  any  specified  angle  in a  frame-buffer  

block  transfer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter  6 

Two-Dimensional  Viewing 

 

42. Implement  the Cohen – Sutherland line –clipping  algorithm. 

43. Write a procedure that demonstrates the cohen-sutherland line-clipping 

algorithm.Codes for each points  are stored  as bytes  and  processed using  bit 

manipulations. 

44.   Write a procedure  to implement the liang –Barsky line – clipping  algorithm. 

45.   Set up a detailed  algorithm  for the Nicholl-Lee-Nicholl approach to the line 

clipping  for  any  input  of line endpoints. 

46.   Compare  the number  of arithmetic  operations in NLN algorithm to both the 

Cohen-Sutherland and the  Liang-Barsky line –clipping  algorithms for several  different 

line orientations  relative  a clipping  window. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

23, 30  # include < stdio.h > 

           # include  “graphics . h”   

          #define  MARGIN-WIDTH 0.05 WINDOW-WIDTH 

           int   radius  (char * infile ,float * data ) 

{ 

         int   fileError= False; 

            FILE  * fp; 

            int   month; 

            if  ( ( fp= fopen (infile , “r”) )= = NULL; 

            fileError  = TRUE; 

            else  { 

            for  (month=0;month<12; month++) 

            fscanf ( fp ,  “%F” , &data [month]); 

          fclose (fp);  

} 

       return (file Error); 

} 

   void  chartData  (float * data , plineType Line Type ) 

{ 

       wcpt2 pts [12], 

float month Width = (WINDOW-WIDTH-2 * MARGIN-WIDTH) 

int  i; 

  

for (i=0;i< 12;i ++ ) { 

   pts [i].x = MARGIN-WIDTH + i * monthWidth * 0.5 *monthWidth ; 

  pts [i].y =data [i] ; 



 

 

} 

pSetlineType (line Type ); 

pPolyLine (12,pts ); 

} 

int main (int argc, char ** argv) 

{ 

   long window ID = open Graphics (* argv, WINDOW-WIDTH,WINDOW-HEIGHT), 

float data [12]; 

set Background (WHITE); 

set Color (BLUE); 

read Data (“ ../ data/ data 1960”,.data); 

chartData (data ,SOLID); 

read Data(“../data/data 1970”,.data); 

chart Data (data.DOTTED); 

sleep(10); 

closeGraphics (windowID); 

} 

 

 

 

24. Line Width 

Implementation of line –width options depends on the capabilities of the output 

device. A heavy line on a video monitor could be displayed as adjacent parallel 

lines , while a pen plotter might require pen changes . This value is then used by 

line –drawing algorithms to control the thickness of lines generated with 

subsequent output primitive commands. 

 

                       Setline width Scale Factor (lw) 

            Line –width parameter lw is assigned a positive number to indicate the relative 

width of the line to be displayed. 

            For lines with slope magnitude less than 1, we can modify a line – drawing routine 

to display thick line by plotting a vertical spans of pixels at each x position along the line . 

We calculate the corresponding y coordinate and plot pixels with screen coordinates (x,y) 

and (x,y+1). 

           For lines with slope magnitude greater than 1, we can plot thick lines with 

horizontal spans. 

          

         Although thick lines are generated quickly by plotting horizontal or vertical pixels 

spans, the displayed width of a line is dependent on its slope. 

         Another problem with implementing width option using horizontal or vertical pixel 

spans is that the method produces lines whose ends are horizontal or vertical regardless of 

the slope of the line. 

        One kind of line cap is the butt cap obtained by adjusting the end positions of the 

component parallel lines. So that the thick line is displayed with squares ends that are 

perpendicular to the line path.  

         Another line cap is the round cap obtained by adding a filled semicircle to each butt 

cap. The circular arcs are centered on the line endpoints and have a  diameter equal to the 

line thickness. 



 

 

         A miter joint is accomplished by extending the outer boundaries of each of the two 

lines until they meet. A round join is produced by capping the connection between the two 

segments with a circular boundary whose diameter is equal to the line width. And a bevel 

join is generated by displaying the line segments with butt caps and filling in the triangular 

gap where the segments meet. 

 
Figure-Thick lines drawn with ( a ) butt capps, ( b ) round caps and (c ) projecting square caps. 

Figure-Thick lines segments connected with ( a ) miter join, ( b ) round j and ( c ) bevel join. 

 

25.Color Tables  

 

                         A possible scheme for storing color values in a color lookup tables (or 

video lookup table), where frame-buffer values are now used as indicates into the color 

table. 

                          Use of a color table can provide a “reasonable” number of simultaneous 

colors without requiring large frame buffers. 

                            A user to be able to experiment easily with different color combinations 

in a design, scene, or graph without changing the attribute settings for the graph ics data 

structure. Visualization  applications can store values for some physical quantity, such as 

energy, in the frame buffer and use a lookup table to tryout various color encoding without 

changing the pixel value color tables are a convenient means for setting cole thresholds. 

Thresholds can be set to the same color. 

 

27. #  include <stdio.h> 

      #  include  “graphics.h” 

      # define  MARGIN-WIDTH 0.05*WINDOW-WIDTH  

       

        void lineBres (int xa,int ya ,int xb,int yb) 

          { 

              int dx= abs (xa-xb),dy=abs(ya-yb); 

              int p=2* dy-dx; 

              int  twoDy=2*dy,twoD 2*(dy-dx); 

              int  x,y, xEnd; 

               

              if (xa.xb) { 

                    x=xb; 

                    y=yb; 

              xEnd =xa; 

           } 

           else  { 

                x=xa; 

                y=ya; 

           xEnd=xb; 

           } 

           setPixel (x,y); 

           while (x<xEnd) { 

              x+ +; 

              if (p<0) 



 

 

                p+ =twoDy; 

            else { 

              y+ +; 

             p+ =two DyDx; 

            } 

            setPixel(x,y); 

            } 

         } 

        

        int main (int argc, char ** argv) 

        { 

         long window ID= openGraphics (argv,WINDOW-WIDTH,WINDOW-HEIGH float 

data [12]; 

setBackground (WHITE); 

setColor (Blue); 

readData (“../data/ data 1960”,xa,ya,xb,yb,SOLID); 

readData  (“../data/data 1970”, xa,ya,xb,yb, DASHED); 

readData (“../data/data 1980”,xa,ya,xb,yb,DOTTED); 

sleep (10); 

close Graphics (windowID); 

} 

 

 

28. Screen size 8inch by 10inch 

      Display 100 pixels \inch 

     So pixel of screen = 8*100*10*100 

                                  =8*10
5
 pixels 

each pixel can reference 64 table position 

so each entry in this table uses 18 bit 

The smallest possible size for the frame is = 8*10
5
*18 

                                 =18*10
5
 bytes  

                                                                    =1.8 Mbytes # 

 

 

29. #include <stdio.h> 

      #include “graphics.h” 

      #define  MARGIN-WINDTH 0.05 . WINDOW-WIDTH 

       void  circleMidpoint (int xcenter, int ycenter, int radius ) 

       { 

          int x=0; 

          int  y=radius ; 

          int  p=1-radius; 

          void  circlePlotPoints( int , int, int, int); 

          circlePlotPoints (xcenter,ycenter,x,y); 

           

          while  (x<y) { 

             x+ +; 

             if (p<0) 



 

 

                p+2*x+1; 

          else  { 

             y - -; 

              p + =2*(x-y)+1; 

          } 

       circlePlotPoints (xcenter,ycenter,x,y); 

      } 

    } 

      void circlePlotPoints(int xcenter, int ycenter, intx,inty); 

 

     { 

         setPixel(x center +x, ycenter=y); 

          setPixel(xcenter –x, ycenter+y); 

          setPixel (xcenter+x, ycenter-y); 

          setPixel  (xcenter –x, ycenter-y); 

          setPixel  (xcenter +y, ycenter+x); 

          setPixel  (xcenter –y, ycenter+x); 

          setPixel  (xcenter +y,  ycenter-x); 

          setPixel (xcenter –y, ycenter –x); 

      } 

         int main (int argc, char* * argv) 

      { 

         long window ID= openGraphics (argv, WINDOW-WIDTH, WINDOW-HEIGHT) 

float data [12]; 

         set Background (WHITE); 

          setColor (BLUE); 

          read Data (“../data / data 1960”,xcenter,ycenter, radius , SOLID); 

          read Data (“../data/data 1970”,xcenter,ycenter, radius ,DASHED); 

          readData (“../data/data 1980”, xcenter,ycenter,radius,DOTTED); 

          sleep(10); 

          closeGraphics( windowID); 

       } 

 

 

31. What means the terms “aliaring”.And briefly discuss on the antiallising methods. 

        Display primitives generated by the raster algorithms have a jagged,  or stairstep 

appearance because the sampling inter pixel positions.The distortion of information due to 

low frequency sampling (undersampling) is called aliasing. 

 A stzightforward antialiasing) method is to increase sampling rate by treating the 

screen  as if it were covered with  a finer  grid than  is actually availavle .Then multiple 

sample  points  can be used across this finer grid to determine an appropriate  intensity  

level  for each screen pixel. This technique of  sampling object characteristic at a high  

resolution and displaying  the result at a lower resolution is called supersampling (or 

postfiltreing, since the general  method  involves computing  intensities  at subpixel  grid  

position , then combining the results to obtain the pixel intensities). Displayed pixel 

positions are spots of light covering  a finite area of the screen, and not infinitesimal 

mathematical points. In the line and fill-area algorithms the intensity of each pixel is 

mathematical points. In the line and fill-area algorithms the intensity of each pixel is 



 

 

determined by the location of a single point on the object  boundary .By supersampling,  

intensity  information  is obtained from multiple points that contribute to the overall 

intensity of a pixel. 

           An alternative to supersampling is to determined pixel  intersity by calculating the 

areas of overlaps of each pixel with  the object to be displayed, Antialiasing by computing  

overlap area is referred to as area sampling (or prefiltering  since the intensity of the pixel 

as a whole is determined without calculating subpixel intensities ). Pixel overlap areas are 

obtained by  determined  where  object boundaries  intersect individual pixel boundaries. 

     Raster objects can also be antialiased by  shifting the displayed location of pixel areas. 

This technique,called pixel phasing , is applied by micropositioning the electron beam in 

relation to object geometry. 

  

 

31. Frame buffer 512 by 512 with 20 bits /pixels color lookup table 24 bit per pixel.   

 

(a) 2
20

 =1M   distinct gray levels   can be displayed  with this system. 

(b) 2
24

=4M   distinct colors gray levels   can be displayed . 

(c) Three colors can be displayed at anyone time. 

(d) Total memory sizes = 512* 512*24 = 0.7 M bytes . 

(e) When multiple output devices are available at an installation , the same color-

table interface may be used  for  all monitors . A color table for a monochrome   

monitor can be set up using a rage of RGB   value   with the display intensity. 

Intensity =0.5 [min(r, s, b) + max(r, y, b)] 

 

32.  #include <stdio.h> 

#include “graphics.h” 

#define MARGIN-WIDTH 0.05*WINDOW-WIDTH 

#define ROUND (a) ((int) (a+0.5)) 

void ellipse Midpoint (int xCenter , int yCenter , int Rx ,int Ry) 

{ 

      int Rx2 =Rx*Rx; 

      int Ry2 =Ry*Ry; 

      int twoRx2=2*Rx2 

      int twoRy2=2*Ry2 

      int p; 

      int x=0; 

      int y=Ry; 

      int px=0; 

int py= twoRx2*y; 

void ellipsePlotPoints (int,int,int,int); 

ellipsePlotpoints(xCenter,yCenter,x,y); 

p=ROUND (Ry2-(Rx2*Ry)+(0.25*Rx2)); 

while (px<py) { 

      x++ ; 

     px + = twoRy2; 

     if (p<0) 

     p+ = Ry2+px; 

else { 



 

 

y--; 

py-= twoRx2; 

p += Ry2 +px-py; 

} 

ellipsePlotPoints (xCenter, yCenter,x,y); 

} 

p=ROUND (Ry2*(x+0.5)*(x+0.5)+Rx2*(y-1)-Rx2*Ry2 

while (y>0)  

y--; 

py-= twoRx2; 

if (p>0) 

   p+= Rx2-py; 

else { 

   x ++; 

 px +=twoRy2; 

p+ =Rx2-py+px; 

} 

 ellipsePlotPoints (xCenter,yCenter ,x,y); 

} 

          } 

 

int main (int argc,char**argv) 

{ 

 long window ID= openGraphics (*argv,WINDOW-WIDTH, WINDOW –

HEIGHT)FLOAT DATA [12]; 

setBackground (WHITE); 

setColor (BLUE); 

readData(“../data/data 1960” ,xcenter ,ycenter,Rx,Ry,SOLID); 

read Data(“../data/data 1970”,xcenter,ycenter,Rx,Ry,DASHED); 

readData(../data/data 1980” ,xcenter,ycenter,Rx,Ry,DOTTED); 

sleep (10); 

closeGraphics(window ID); 

} 

 

34.Rotation  

 

        A two dimentional rotation is applied to an object by repositioning it along a circular path in 

the xy plane.To generate a rotarion , we specify a rotation angle  and the position (xr,xy)of  the 

rotation point (or pivote point ) about which the object is to be rotate Fig (5.3). Positive values for 

the rotations angle define counterclockwise rotations  about the pivote point , as in Fig 5.3, and 

negative values rotate objects in the clockwise direction. This transformation can also be describe 

as a rotation about a rotation axis. 

       We first determine the transformation equations for rotation of a point position when 

the pivot point is at the coordinate orgin. 

      X‟ =rcos ( + q) = rcos cos - rsin  sin

      Y‟= rsin  ( + ) =rcos sin +rsin cos  

 

The original coordinates of the point in the polor coordinates are  



 

 

            X= r cos , y=rsin  

       _      

            x‟ =x cos -ysin 

y‟= xsin + ycos 

P‟=R.P 

R=       cos              -sin  

            Sin                cos  

               

R( 1+ 2) =R 1+R 2 

35. Discuss how an object can be rotated about a spoecified pivot piont ( xr,yr). 

 

 

A two dimentional rotation is applied to an object by  repositioning it along a 

circular path in the xy plane .Togenerate a rotation , specify a rotation angle q  and the 

position (xr,xy) of the rotation point (or pivot point) about which the object is to be rotated. 

Positive values of the rotation angle define counterclockwise rotations about the pivot 

point and the negative values rotate object in the clockwise  direction. 

This transformation can be described as a rotation about a rotation axis that is 

perpendicular to the xy plane and passes through the pivot point. 

          First consider the rotation of a point position P when the pivot point is at the 

coordinate origin. The angular and coordinate relationships of the original and transformed 

point  positions are shown in figure below. 

 

 

 

    Using standard trigonometric identities, the coordinates can be expressde in 

terms of angle   and  as, 

        X‟= r cos ( + )= rcos  cos – rsin sin

y‟=r sin (  + )=r cos  sin + rsin  cos  

The original  coordinates of the point in polar coordinste are  

        X=r cos , y=rsin 

hen  

        x‟ =xcos -ysin  

        y‟= xsin  +ycos  

 

      Rotation of a point about an arbitary poisition is illustrated in the above fijgure. 

Using the trigonometric relatioonships the transformation equations for rotation of a 

pisition  (xr, xy): 

        X‟= xr  + (x-x r) cos -(y-yr) sin 

y‟=yr+ (x-xr)sin + (y-yr) cos  

           Rotations are rigid body transformations that moves objects without deformations. 

Every point  on an object is rotated through the same angle. Astraight line segment is 

rotated by appling the rotarion equatiogs to each of line endpoints and redrawing the line 

beween the new end points. Polygons are rotate by displaying each vertex through the 

specified rotation angle and regenerating the polygon using the new vertices. Curved lines 

are rotated by repositioning the defining points and redrawing the curve. Acircle of ellipse , 

in instance can be rotated about a noncentre axis by moving center position through the arc 

[ ] 



 

 

that subtends the specified rotation angle . An ellipse can be rotated about its center 

coordinates by totating the major and major axes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

36. To produce scaling with respect to a selected fixed position (xf, yf) using a scaling 

function that can only scale relative to the coordinate orgin. 

 

1. Translate object so that the fixed piont coordinates with the coordinates 

origin. 

2. Scale the object with respect to the coordinate origin. 

3. Use the inverse translation of step 1 to return origin the object to its original 

position . 

 

            Concatenating the matrices for these operations produce the required 

scaling matrix. 

   1 0 xf sx 0 0 1 0 -xf sx 0 xf(1-sx) 

   0 1 yf 0 sy 0 0 1 -yf   =   0 sy yf91-sy) 

   0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1        0 0 1 

 

or 

 

T ( xf,yf ) .S(sx,sy),T ( -xf, -yf) = S ( xf, yf, sx, sy ) 

 

Fig. A transformation sequence for scaling an object with respect to a specified fixed 

position using the scaling matrix S ( Sx, Sy ) transformation. 

 

37. # include <math.h> 

      #include “graphics.h” 

      typedef float Matrix 3*3 [3] [3]; 

      Matrix3*3 the Matrix 3*3[3] [3]; 

      Void matrix3*3 Set  Identify (Matrix3*3 ) 

      { 

         int I, j; 

          for (i=0; i< 3; I +  +) for (j= 0; j,3; j-+} m[i] [j] ={i= =j}; 

       } 

       /* Multiples matrix a times b, putting result in b*} 

       void matrix 3*3 PreMultiply {Matrix3*3 a,Matrix 3*3 b} 

      { 

          int r, c; 

          Matrix3*3 tmp; 

           For  (r=0; r<3; r+ +) 

              For (c=0;c<3;c+ +) 

                 Tmp [r] [c] = 

                 a[r] [0] * b[0][c]+ a[r][1] * b[1][c] +a[r][2] * b[2][c]; 

[ ] ] ] ] [ [ [ 



 

 

            For  (r=0; r< 3; r+ +) 

                For (c=0; c<3; c+ +) 

                    B[r][c]= tmp[r][c]; 

          } 

            

 

 void  translate 2 (int tx,intty) 

          { 

             Matrix 3*3  m; 

             Matrix 3*3 SetIdentity (m); 

             M[0][2] =tx; 

             M[1][2]=ty; 

              Matrix3*3PreMultiply (m,the Matrix); 

            } 

               void scale 2 (float 3x,float sy,wcpt2 refpt) 

            { 

              Matrix3*3 m; 

              Matrix3*3SetIdentity (m); 

               M[0][0] =sx; 

                 M[0][2]=(1-sx)*refpt.x; 

                M[1][1]=sy; 

                 M[1][2]=(1-sy)*refpt.y; 

                 Matrix3*3PreMultiply(m,the Matrix); 

              } 

                void rotate 2(float 2, wcpt2 refpt) 

              { 

                Matrix 3*3  m; 

                 Matrix 3*3 SetIdentity  {m}; 

                  A=OtoRadions (a); 

                 M[0][0]=cosf(a); 

          M[0][1]= -sinf(a); 

           M[0][2]= refpt.x*(1-cosf(a)) +refpt.y*sin (a); 

           M[1][0] = sinf-(a); 

           M[1][1]=cosf-(a); 

            Matrix3*3 PreMultiply (m, the Matrix); 

          } 

            void transformpoints 2 (int npts,wcpt6 2*pts) 

          { 

              int k; 

              float tmp; 

              for (k=0; k<npts; k+-) { 

                     tmp= the Matrix [0][0]*Pts[k].x+ theMatrix[0][1]* 

                        pts [k].y+theMatrix[0][2]; 

                           pts[k].y+theMatrix[1][0] * pts[k].x+ theMatrix[1][1]* 

                        pts[k].y+ theMatrix[1][2]; 

                           pts[k].x=tmp; 

              } 

            } 



 

 

                void main (int argc.char** argv) 

            { 

                wcpt2 pts[3] ={50.0,50.0, 150.0,50,100.0,150.0}; 

                 long window ID=openGraphics (*argv,200,350}; 

                 set Background (WHITE); 

                  set Color(BLUE); 

                  PfillArea (3,pts); 

                  Matrix3*3SetIdentity (theMatrix); 

                  Scale 2 (0.5,0.5, refpt); 

                  Rotate 2(90.0,refpt); 

                  Translate2 (0,150); 

                  Transformpionts 2(3,pts); 

                   pfillArea (3.pts); 

                   sleep(10); 

                   closeGraphics(WINDOW ID); 

 

38. Show that a  transformation matrix for a reflection about the line y=x, is equivalent to a 

reflection relative to the x- axis ,followed by a counterclockwise rotation of 90
. 
. 

      Solution  

               Reflection about the line y=0  the x- axis is accomplished with the 

transformeation matrix. 

        

1      0       0 

0      1       0 

0      0       1      

 

The counterclockwise rotation of 90
.
 is accomplished with the transformation matrix. 

 

cos0    -sin0     0               0    -1       0 

sin0     cos0      0     *       1      0       0 

0            0         1              0      0       1 

 

For the translation sequence 

1.Reflection relative to x-axis 

2.Counterclockwise rotation of 90
. 

the transformation matrix is obtained with the concatenation 

 

1   0    0           0   -1    0        0   1     0    

0   -1   0          1     0    0   =    1    0     0     

0    0    1          0     0    1       0    0      1     

 

The resultant transformation matrix is equal to the that for the reflection about the line  

y=x , which is : 

 

             0     1     0        

             1     0     0     

             0     0     1     

 

[ 

[ [ 

[ [ [ 

[ 

] 

] ] 

] ] ] 

] 



 

 

 

39.Reflection about the y axis flips x coordinates while keeping y coordinates the 

same.The matrix for this transformation is 

 

                          

                                  -1   0   0 

                                   0   1   0    

                                   0   0   1     

 

The counterclockwise rotation of 90. is accomplished with the transformation matrix  

 

                                Cosq      -sinq         0                           0      -1          0      

                                Sinq         sinq         0         =               1       0           0       

                                  0               0           1                           0       0           1    

   

For the translation sequence  

(1).   Reflection relative to y axis 

(2).   Counterclockwise rotation of 90.  

The transformation matrix is obtained with the concatenation 

 

                           -1    0    0                   0      -1       0                  0    -1       0        

                             0    1    0                   1      0        0       =       -1     0       0      

                             0     0    1                  0       0        1                 0     0      1        

 

The resultant transformation matrix is equal to the that for the reflection about the line y= -

x which is:  

                                      0        -1          0     

                                     -1          0         0       

                                      0          0          1       

 

 

 (40).    Raster function that manipulate rectangular pixel array are generally referred to as 

raster ops. Moving a block of pixels from one location to another is also called a block 

transfer of pixel values . On a bilevel system , this operation is called a bitBit (bit – block 

transfer).The term pixBit is sometimes used for block transfers on multilevel systems 

(multiple bit per pixel ). 

                Figure 5.30 illustrates translation performed as a block transfer of a raster area . 

We accomplish this translation by first reading pixel intensities from a specified 

rectangular area of a raster into an array , then we copy the array back into the raster at the 

new location . The original object could be erased by filling its rectangular area with the 

background intensity. 

                Typical raster functions often provided in graphics packets are: 

                Copy –move a pixel block from one raster area to another  

                 Read – save a pixel block in a designated array  

                 Write- transfer a pixel array to a position in the frame buffer 
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Rotation an array of pixel values. The original array orientation is in (a), the array 

orientation after a 90
.
 .counterclockwise rotation is shown in (b), and the array orientation 

after 180
.
 rotation is shown in (c). 

 
Fig 5.32  

A raster rotation for a rectangular block  of pixels is accomplished by 

mapping  the destination pixel areas onto the rotated block. 

             Rotation in 90
.
 –degree increment are easily accomplished with block 

transfrers. We can rotate an rotate an object an object 90
.
 counterclockwise by first 

reversing the pixel values in each row of the array , then we interchange rows and colums. 

A180
.
 rotation is obtained by reversing the order of the elements in each row of the array , 

then reversing the order of the rows. 

  For array rotations that are not multiples of 90
.
 , we must perform more 

computations. 

 

Uses: 43. Cohen –Sutherland Clipping  

          The method speeds up the processing of line segments by performing 

initial tests that reduce the number of intersections that must be calculated. Every line and 

point in a pic5ture is assigned a four-digit binary code. Regions are set up in reference to 

the boundaries  as shown in fig . Each bit position in the region code is used to  indicate 

one of the four relative coordinate positions of the point with respect to the clip window to 

the left, right ,top or bottom. 

       Bit 1:left  

              Bit 2:right  

       Bit 3: below  

       Bit 4: above 

           Avalue of 1 in any bit position indicates that point is in that relative position; 

otherwise , the bit position is set 0. 

            Bit 1 is set to 1 if x<x wmin. Region –code bit values can be determined with the 

following two steps: (1) Calculate differences between endpoint coordinates and dipping 

boundaries.(2) Use the resultant sign bit of each difference calculation to set the 

corresponding value in the region code. Bit 1 is the sign bit of x-xwmin ; bit 2 is the sign bit 

of x wmin –x; bit 3 is the sign bit of y-ywmin  

               We begin the clipping process for a line by comparing an outside endpoint to a clipping 

boundary to determine how much of the line can be discarded.Then the remaining part of the 

line is checked against the other boundaries; and we continue until either the line is totally 

discarded or a section is found inside the window. 

              Intersection points with a clipping boundary can be calculated using the slope-

intercept form of the line equation, For a line with endpioint coordinate (x1 ,y1)  

And (x2,y2) , they coordinate of the intersection point with a vertical boundary can be 

obtained with the calculation  

                               Y= y1+ m(x-x1) 

Where the x value is set either to xwmin to xwmax 



 

 

                                         x=x1+y-y1 

with y set either to ywmin to ywmax. 
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Figure. Binary region codes assigned to line endpoints according to relative position with 

respect to the clipping rectangle. 

 

44. ans 

       #define ROUND(a) ( (int)(0.0.5)) 

        /* Bit masks encode a point‟s position relative to the clip edges A point‟s status is 

encoded by OR‟ing together appropriate bit masks.*/ 

       #define  LEFT.EDGE 0*1 

       #define RIGHT.EDGE 0*2 

       #define  BOTTOM.EDGE 0*4 

       #define TOP.EDGE 0*8 

       /*Points encode as 0000 are completely inside the clip rectangle; all others an outside 

at least one edge. If OR‟ing  two code is FALSE (no bits are set in either code), the line 

can be accepted. If the AND operation between two code is TRUE , the line defined by 

these endpoints is completely outside the clip region and can be Rejected*/ 

        #define INSIDE (a) (!a) 

        #define REJECT (a,b)(a&b) 

        #define ACCEPT (a,b) (!(a/b))  

        usigned char encode (wcpt 2pt, dcpt winmin,dcpt winmax) 

       { 

        usigned char encode=0*00; 

        if (pt.x<winmin.x) 

 

      code= code/LEFT-EDGE; 

      if (pt x>winmax x) 

        code=code\RIGHT-EDGE; 

      if (pt.y<winmin.y) 

         code=code \ BOTTOM-EDGE; 

      if (pt.y>winmax.y) 

         code=code\TOP-EDGE; 

      return  (code); 

     } 

      void swapts (wcpt2*p1,wcpt2*p2) 

     { 

        wcpt2 tmp; 

         tmp=*p1; *p1=*p2; *p2=tmp; 

      } 



 

 

       unsigned char tmp;  

       tmp=*c1; *c1=*c2; *c2=tmp; 

      } 

       void clipline (dcpt winmin,dcptmax;wcpt2p1,wcpt2p2) 

      { 

       unsigned char code 1,code2; 

       int done =FALSE,draw=FALSE; 

        float m; 

        while (!done) 

        { 

         code 1=encode (p1,winmin ,winmax); 

         code2=encode (p2,winmin,winmax); 

         if (ACCEPT(code1, code2)) 

        { 

         done =TRUE; 

         draw=TRUE; 

         } 

         else 

        if (REJECT(code1,code2)) 

        done =TRUE; 

        else  

        /*ensure that p1 is outside window*/ 

        { 

         swap Pts (&p1,&p2); 

         swapCodes (&code1,&code2); 

         } 

         /* Use slope  (m)to find line-clipEdge intersection*/ 

         if (p2.x!=p1.x) 

           m=(p2.y-p1.y)/(p2.x-p1.x); 

         if (code1 & LEFT-EDGE) 

         { 

          p1.y+=(winminx-p1.x)*m; 

          p1.x+=winmin.x; 

         } 

         else 

            if (code1&RIGHT-EDGE) 

         {       

           p1.y+=(winmax.x-pl.x)*m; 

           p1.x=winmax.x; 

          } 

          else 

             if (code1& BOTTOM-EDGE) 

           /* Need to update p1.x for non-vertical lines only*/ 

           { 

            if (p2.x!= p1.x) 

                p1.x+=(winmin.y-p1.y)/m; 

                p1.y=winminy; 

            } 



 

 

            else  

               if (p2.x!= p1.x) 

                  p1.x+= (winmin.y-p1.y)/m; 

                  p1.y=winmin.y; 

             } 

             else  

               if (code1&TOP-EDGE) 

             { 

               p1.x+= (winmax.y-p1.y)/m; 

               p1.y=winmax.y; 

              } 

            } 

            } 

             if (draw) 

               line DDA (ROUND(p1.x),ROUND(p1.y),ROUND(p2.x), ROUND (p2.y)); 

 

45. Write a procedure to implement the Liarcg-Barsky line clipping algorithm. 

 

Solution  

    #include “graphics.h” 

    #define ROUND(a) ((int)(2+0.5)) 

    int clipTest (float p,q,float * u1,float*u2) 

    { 

         float r; 

         int retVal=TRUE; 

         if (p<0.0){ 

         r=p/q; 

         if (r>*Ul) 

            *U1=r; 

       } 

      else  

          if (p>0.0); { 

             r=p/q; 

          if (r<*U1) 

              retVal= FALSE; 

       else if (r<*U2) 

              *U2=r; 

       } 

      else  

          if (q<0.0) 

             retVal=FALSE; 

          return (ret Val); 

      } 

       void clipline (dcpt winmin,dcpt winmax,wcpt2p1,wcpt2 p2) 

     { 

         float u1=0.0, u2=1.0,p2.x-p1.x,dy; 

          if (clip Test(-dx,p1.x-winmin.x,&u1,&u2)) 

            if (clip Test (dx,winmax.x-p1.x,&u1,u2)) 



 

 

         { 

            dy=p2.y-p1.y; 

            if (clip Test(-dy,p1.y-winmin.y,&u1,&u2)) 

           { 

                 dy=p2.y-p1.y; 

               if (clip Test (-dy,wimmax.y-p1.y,&u1,&u2)) 

            { 

               if (u2<1.0) 

               { 

                  p2.x=p1.x+u2*dx; 

                  p2.y=p1.y+u2*dy; 

                } 

               if (u>0.0) 

               { 

                   p1.x+= u1*dx; 

                   p1.y+=u1*dy; 

                } 

                 line DDA(ROUND (p1.x),ROUND(p1.y),ROUND(p2.x),ROUND(p2.y); 

              } 

            } 

           } 

 

 

 

 

46. Set up a detailed algorithm for the Nicholl-Lee_Nicholl approach to the line clipping 

for any input pair of line endpoints. 

           For a line with endpoints P1 and P2 ,first determine the position of P1 for the nine 

possible regions relative to the clipping rectangle. Only the three regions shown in figure -

1 need be consider. If p1 lies in any of the other six regions , move it to one of the three 

regions in figure-1 using a symmetry transformation. 
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                P1 in Corner Region 

 

Fig -1.Three possible positions for a line endpoint p1create some new regions in the plane , 

depending on the location of P1. Boundaries of the new regions are half-infinite line 

segments that start at the position of P1 and pass through the window corners If P1 is inside 

the clip window and  P2 is outside, set the four regions shown in figure-2. The intersection 

with the appropriate window boundary is then carried out,   depending on which one of the 

four regions (l,T,R or B) cotains P2 , of course , if both P1 P2 are inside the clipping 

rectangular, save the entire line. 

                For the third case, when P1 is to the left and above clip window, use the clipping  

window, use the clipping regions in Fig-4. If P2 is  in one of the three regions.T,L,TR, 

TB,LR or LB, this determines a unique clip window edge. 

                An x intersection position on the left window boundary x with u=(xL-x1)/(x2-

x1)   so that the y-intersection position 

               y=y1+y2-y1   ( xL-x1) 

                         x2-x1  

 

       

 

       

            

                

       

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


